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Preface

Software Configuration Management (SCM) is the discipline of managing the evolution of software systems. It involves supporting the versioning, composition, and generation of all relevant software items, as well as supporting related team activities. It is central to any large software engineering project and requires significant system support. SCM takes advantage of advances in various fields such as system modeling, distributed databases, software process technology, software engineering environments, and tool integration and interoperability.

This workshop is the 7th in the series, and will take place just before the main ICSE’97 conference, as it did the last three times. Previous workshops were held in Grassau (Germany, 1988), Princeton (USA, 1989), Trondheim (Norway, 1991), Baltimore (USA, 1993), Seattle (USA, 1995), and Berlin (Germany, 1996). The goal of the workshop series is to merge the work of researchers, vendors, and practitioners in an attempt to discuss and establish concepts and techniques, and to gather experiences in the SCM field.

The goal of the workshop was to discuss the state-of-the-art and state-of-the-practice in SCM, as well as challenges for the future. Leading-edge research in SCM was discussed, as well as how current research might lead to improved SCM products, and the requirements of industry for SCM solutions.

The workshop particularly requested papers presenting advances and experiences on the following topics: use of SCM tools and methods, industrial requirements for SCM, versioning models and version selection, access, sharing and visibility models, data modeling and data management for SCM, software process modeling for SCM, team support and distributed, cooperative work, software building and rebuilding, tool integration and interoperability, and any other topic related with SCM.

The workshop attracted 49 papers, including 11 short position papers – the greatest number since 1991. Of these papers, 16 were selected for publication in Springer Verlag’s LNCS series. All remaining 33 papers were distributed at the workshop in a separate printing. Invited workshop participants were all those with submitted papers. The workshop was organized in seven sessions: versioning models, reuse and system models, process aspects, distributed SCM, SCM on the web, industrial experiences, and sum-up and future directions (no papers on the last session).
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